CROWN

INSTALLATION
1.

2.

Carefully unpack the lamp and
untwine the electric wire and
suspension cable. Mark and drill a
hole next to the house wire. Use a
dowel and a hook (by client); JSPR
ceiling fasteners or JSPR canopy
(instructions in this manual).

Attach the suspension cable to the
hook/JSPR ceiling fastener, adjust
desired cable length and tighten the
cable fastener. Trim excess cable.
Connect the electricity using electric
connection blocks. and proceed to
arrange the top plate of the lamp.

3.

Evenly level the pleats on top around
the stainless steel plate until the
fixture levels out. Continue to arrange
the pleats and level the top plate as
necessary.

4.

5.

14 layers

Repeat step nr. 3
through out the
assembly
to
ensure the fixture
hangs balanced.

!
Even though all lamps are pre assembled before packaging. The
pleats need to be folded back in
shape. During installation make
sure not to bend the large steel
ring. If bent carefully unbend to an
even circle.

For video instructions check Crown collection.
https://www.jspr.eu/collection/crown

All pleats around the
large ring must be evenly
spaced.
+
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CROWN

BULB REPLACEMENT
1.

To replace the large bulb the light fixture
must be opened from the bottom. Carefully
locate the bottom ring and unclick to open
the ring.

Loosen as much layers as neccessary to
easily reach and replace the bulb.

Unscrew the old bulb and replace with
new LED bulb max 100W. Screw thread
E27.

Once the bulb is replaced, locate all the
loose layers and sequentially thread back
the loose layers and click the ring together.
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CROWN LARGE

INSTALLATION
1.

2.

3.

14
layers

The Large Crown will always
be delivered assembled, but in
case of maintenance or bulb
replacement it’s useful to
know the construction of the
light fixture.
Carefully unpack the lamp and
all it’s components. Untwine the
electric wire and cable for
hanging. Mark and drill a hole
next to the house wire. Use a
dowel and a hook (by client).
4.

Hang the Crown by attaching the
susupension cable to hook or
JSPR ceiling fastener. Correct the
length at any time.

Assemble the ring with a fastener
provided. Use hex key to tighten.
Place this ring inside the Crown 14
layers from top.
5.

CONTACT

Close the bottom of the Crown
with small clip-ring provided. Pull
through all holes of the bottom
layer.

Finally connect the lamps electric
wire to the house wire. Arrange all
layers/flaps that have turned inside
out to match drawing.

JSPR
T +31 (0) 402692111
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JSPR ONE POINT CANOPY

INSTALLATION AND USE

1.

2.

3.

CANOPY BASE

CANOPY BASE

CANOPY BASE
COVER PLATE

COVER PLATE

Mark holes in the ceiling based on
canopy measurements. Attach
canopy base plate using screws
and plugs (by client, depending on
ceiling material).

Guide the lamps electricity cable to the
canopy cover plate. Connect the house
electricity cable to the lamps electricity
cable. Use a conection block to make a
safe connection.

Once the electricity cables are
connected attach the cover plate to
the premounted canopy base.

4.

SUSPENSION
CABLE

Fix cover plate to the base plate
with three/four included screws.
Once tightly fixed proceed to
hanging the lamp by guiding the
lamps suspension cable through
the little nozzle located on the
canopy. Tuck away any excess
electricity cables into canopy.

A

B

GUIDE

SHORTEN

C

D

FIX

LENGTHEN/RELEASE

GUIDING THE CABLE (Steps A; B; C)
Guide the support cable through the tinny nozzle (A & B). Once reached the desired
lenght of the cable let it go or pull the cable downwards and the ceiling mount will
automatically lock (C).
EXTENDING THE CABLE (Step D)
To extend the cable, push the little nozzle upwards/inside, the cable will loosen and
allow to be pulled out. To fix release the nozzle and the fastener will automatically
lock the cable.

CONTACT
JSPR
T +31 (0) 402692111
INFO@JSPR.EU
WWW.JSPR.EU
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JSPR SUSPENSION CABLE FASTENERS

MOUNTING

DOWEL

COVER

SCREW

INNER PART WITH NOZZLE

Drill hole in the desired location in the ceiling, place a dowel in the
hole (dovel and screw by client). Fasten the cover of the cable
fastener with a screw by guiding it through the cover into the
dowel. Once the cover is fastened screw in the inner part of the
cable fastener.
Proceed to the next page of this manual for information on using
this cable fastner.
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JSPR SUSPENSION CABLE FASTENERS

USE

1.

2.

3.

4.

GUIDE

SHORTEN

FIX

LENGTHEN/RELEASE

GUIDING THE CABLE (Steps 1 - 3)
Once the cable fasteners are securely attached to the ceiling, guide the
support cable through the tinny nozzle (1 & 2 ). Once reached the desired
lenght of the cable let it go or pull cable downwards and the cable fastener
will automatically lock (3).
EXTENDING THE CABLE (Step 4)
To extend the cable, push the little nozzle upwards/inside, the cable will
loosen and allow to be pulled out. To fix release the nozzle and the fastener
will automatically lock the cable.
After achieving desired length of the lighting fixture trim any excess cables.
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